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PREVENTION PRESSURE ULCER
- REPOSITIONING –
Structures

Examples

Cardinal numbers
a.simple:
1-one; 2-two; 3-three; 4-four; 5-five; 6-six
11-eleven; 12-twelve; 13-thirteen; 14fourteen; 20-twenty; 30-thirty;
100- one hundred;
1,ooo- one thousand;
1,000,000- one million;
1,000,000,000,000-one billion.
b. compound
21- twenty-two
102-one hundred and two

We’ve had three more people in my family
in a similar situation.
Twenty-two patients complained about the
same type of pain.

Ordinal numerals
1st-the first
2nd - the second
3rd- the third
4th- the fourth
5th- the fifth
Collective numerals
both
all three
Repetitive Numerals
once, twice
three times
four times
Fractions
One third
Two thirds
A fifth
A half

I’ve got two favourite positions: my first
favourite position is lying on my back and
the second one is lateral position.
Both postions are fine by me.
All three, the doctor, the nurse and the
patient have contributed to the procedure.
I think we changed the position six times.
You must take a quarter of this medicine.
The doctor recommended a double dose.
Pressure relief positioning needs to occur
every 2 hours.
The pressure relief positioning procedure
was completed at 9.15.
He was hospitalized on the 4th of April
2017.

Multiplicative numerals
Double, triple
20% of the patients took that medicine.
Distributive numerals
By twos
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Every two hours
Time
15 minutes/ quarter
30 minutes/ half an hour
9.05-five past nine
9.30 –half past nine/ nine thirty
9.45- nine fourty-five/ quarter to nine
Dates
01.04- the first of April
03.03- the third of March
10.11- the tenth of November
Years
1990-nineteen ninety
2017-two thousand seventeen/ twenty
seventeen
Centuries
the 19th century –the nineteenth century
the 20th century - the twentieth century
Procentage
45 % -forty-five percent
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